The topography of MK-801-induced locomotor patterns in rats.
Locomotor patterns in rats given systemic injections of the novel, noncompetitive N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) antagonist, MK-801 were characterized using Digiscan Animal Activity Monitoring System. At low systemic doses, MK-801 produced an activity pattern most similar to patterns previously described for less potent noncompetitive NMDA antagonists; this was typified by hyperactive locomotor behavior, with increases in distance travelled, speed, and clockwise/anticlockwise locomotion, and a marked decrease in rearing behavior. Although MK-801 elicited some motor patterns similar to those previously described for sympathomimetic agents, including hyperactivity and increased stereotypy, it did not produce increased rearing behavior, the most prominent sympathomimetic effect. These results demonstrated that the topography of locomotion elicited by low systemic doses of MK-801 is most similar to locomotor patterns previously described for noncompetitive NMDA receptor antagonists.